6 TIPS

GETTING THE MOST FROM
INNOVATION IN A REINVENTED WORLD

Innovating in the new world of business means self-disruption—the ability for leaders and
professionals to act on and assume ownership for introducing change in the workplace,
within their careers, and beyond their own spheres of influence (Chapters 1 & 6).

. WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE
Innovating within complex environments
requires cognitive skills and higher mental
processes such as perception and intuition.
Are you looking to reinvent your organization,
yourself or both? (Introduction & Chapter 14)

. I.D. YOUR PRIORITIES
Leaders capable of building and sustaining
relationship ecosystems that extend their
company’s influential reach will differentiate
themselves in the new world of business.
(Chapters 1 & 10)

. COLLECT YOUR DATA
There is no one size fits all for reinventing an
organization--begin where you are today,
determine where your business needs to be,
and how fast you need to get there. This
becomes your reinvention strategy.
(Chapter 13)

. REVIEW CHAPTER
TAKEAWAYS
In Part 2 of IIRW we group key takeaways at
the end of each chapter representative of the
10 Essential Elements. Find correlations and
draw conclusions wherever you can. These
findings will form your key takeaways.

. CONNECT THE DOTS
Connecting the dots in the new world of
business requires successfully utilizing
large data and social networks to assure
risktaking is responsible and innovation
occurs naturally and systematically.
(Chapters 10 & 13)

In the ne
orld o business, the
body o kno led e BOK or
pro essionals ill not remain static-they ill add and remo e items, s ap
out and build complementary skills—
and redesi n their BOK as conditions
chan e and orkplace en ironments
demand di erent skills.

. DEVELOP YOUR ACTION
PLAN
Getting the job done responsibly and credibly
in the new world of business means showing
up like you mean it--engaged in bold
decisions using new business models.
(Chapter 11)

In celebration of IIRW's publication anniversary, we’re offering readers a complimentary
subscription to our Seeding Change membership site. USE CODE IIRW2018 at checkout to
receive two months free access to our on-demand interactive courses and live Q&A calls.
Sign-ups are good through 11/30/18.

